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FOREWORD

You may have heard recently the phrase, "Now that we have achieved

education for all, let us seek education for each." We certainly have

nearly achieved education for all, and we have it within our power to

achieve education for each, but to do so we must change markedly in the

next decade and constantly examine new avenues which seem to offer real-

istic improvements for the teaching-learning process.

This monograph, and similar ones which will follow, is designed to

set forth what is the most enlightened thought in the field. New ideas

will be presented with the hope that some implementation will follow.

While we will not be advocating any one specific course or another,

we believe it to be necessary to give currency to new and viable solu-

tions to some of the problems that face us in today's complex world.

Educators will not find specific recipes to educational problems in this

brief paper, but it is hoped that they will find meaningful and use±'ul

ideas, directions, and procedures. From this point of view, practicing

educators, and others, should find the information contained in the

educational monographs of considerable value and assistance. How well

we accomplish our purposes will eventually be for our children to witness

or censure.

J. Francis Rummel
Dean, School of Education
University of tontana
Missoula, Montana



EVALUATION--A ROADBLOCK TO THE INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAM

As with all fields of human endeavor in cr %emporary society, educa-

tion is changing faster today than it has at any time in human history.

This has been the era of innovation in the organization of the schools and

in the methods of delivering the material or information to the students.

Individualized instruction burst on the scene a decade ago and such approaches

as team teaching, independent study, flexible scheduling, personalized

instruction and the continuous-progreds school provide the teacher and

the student with the potential to fit or place the appropriate material

to be learned to the learner at the appropriate time. However, one of

the persistent problems that plagues educational systems is how to evaluate

the performance of the student in order to place him at the right place at

the right time. The natural response is to select pre-determined percent

scores which will be accepted on some performance measure such as a

standardized test, or use quantitative scores made up from a series of

"gradesn computed by the teacher. No matter what method we develop to

deliver the essential material of the educational process to the consumer

the students), the where and when of delivery is closely tied to how we

evaluate the performance of the consumer.

The method of evaluating student progress or performance has remained

relatively static for many years. There have been some modifications with

the introductiOn of standardized tests and the establishment of norms of

performance on certain tests, but whether we use the old-fhshioned method

of some composite mark computed by the classroom teacher or the score on a

particular standardized test, the student ultimately pas& or fails at
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some point and is either permitted to go ahead to the next class or

repeat the class he has failed.

The response of the educational community to the passing and failing

system, even if there are degrees of passing (A - D and F as a failure)

is fairly well ingrained in the American Culture. Some must pass and

some must fail. This philosophy goes back to the Jeffersonian approach

to education. This point of view emphasizes that there is in fact a

natural selection of education elite. Teachers often feel that the

natural selection takes place through the evaluation system in America.

The selection by marks for an intellectual or productive elite may be

very misleading. In fact, it can be demonstrated that there is very

little correlation between grades in school and other measures of

successful performance. However, the general philosophy usually

follows the form: we assume that intelligence is correlated with

grades in school and that grades in school are correlated with some

other aspect of culture. We assume that intelligence is a complex

human trait that is normally distrubuted in the population. Since

the intelligence is a normally distributed biological trait, and

since it is a determiner of grades, they too should be normally

distributed. Ergo, there should be so many A's (10%), so many B's

(20%), so many C's (40%), so many D's (20%), and, naturally, F's

(10%). Someone must fail.,

Let us emphasize that the tradition of evaluation and the role

that it plays is basically a U-shaped function skewed to the right.

Early, say at the kindergarten and nursery school level, behavior

criteria are carefully considered and very few people fail. As we
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continue un the educational ladder the role of evaluation becomes

more imnortant. Good marks in the later years of grammar school

usually mean good marks in the pre-high school years. Good high

school marks are the key to getting into the college of your choice

and top college marks are critical to getting into your chosen graduate

school. When you finally get to graduate school, you may find that

marks are important the first year or so but as the dissertation,

preliminary examinations and comprehensive examinations approach, the

role of grades takes a slight:.y less critical role. However, we have

recently discovered that with the glut of Ph. D.'s on the market,

some employers are using graduate grades as one of their selection

criteria. We are well aware of the fact that at the lower level

behavior criteria which result from close personal contact with the

child and at the higher level where there is close Personal contact

between the student and the major professor, grades are not critical.

In other words, grades, when used at these levels, usually are the

result of close personal contact and a critical evaluation of behavior

criteria. In the middle, grades are a substitute for this personal

teacher function. Are grades only for evaluating students? We think

not. In fact, it would appear to us that the tradition of evaluation

closEly ties to the teacher's own ego structure and ego support.

Thus, as a substitute for his personal evaluation as the result

of close contact, the teacher must give a mark. What does this grade

reflect? For some students it will reflect the fact that the teacher

has had close personal contact, for others it will reflect the evalua-

tion he had as he entered from the preceding grade, for others it will
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reflect that the teacher does not adjust well to this type of student.

It may also reflect the fact that some students do not adjust well to

this type of teacher. We are sure that in the lower grades teachers

are very concerned with students who do not pass, or do not meet the

criteria set for passing. Put as we approach the junior high, high

school and college level the concept of some must fail grows strong.

In fact, how does the teacher react if everyone passes? What does the

teacher say to him or herself if everyone gets 100% on an examination?

Is the resnonse one of contentment with a successful job done, or is

the teacher disturbed that the course or test or program may have been

too easy? It is our contention that the teacher's response is to a

great extent determined by the administration's response. What would

the administration's response be to a teacher that gave all A's, or

never failed anyone (there are such teachers, but they are rare). The

administration and the teacher demonstrate to the public that they

are doing their job by failing a certain portion of the student body.

The portion selected to fail usually remains fairly constant but

probably goes up and down with the economic and social demands of the

culture. Society (regents, school boards and parents) will not

tolerate too many failures, but it demands some. At the college

level, of course, one of the important functions of failing students

is to make room for the next class. The teacher, administration and

school boards attribute the distribution of grades, including failure,

to the natural process of human learning and abilities rather than

to the arbitrariness and structured tradition of the evaluation system.
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The assumption that there must always be grades and failures

is being challenged in many quarters. Eowever, there is come evi-

dence to indicate that giving a student a failing grade does not

iMprove his performance in future tasks of a similar nature unless

specific remedial or corrective action is taken. In other words, the

punishment of failure does not alter the response to the school work

as such unless some alternative forms of responding are offered to

the student. He probably failed because he did not know what to do

(did not know the material) and did not know the steps to achieve

this response mode. Repeating of the same sequence (repeating a

class) would alter the situation very little and would probably pro-

duce a variety of undesirable responses.

In the article "American Testing Hypocrisy,H1 it is stated that

the marking or grading system exists for two purposes: (1) because

an has a drive to compete, and (2) man has a desire to seek simple

answers to complex questions.

The drive to compete is often linked to the need to achieve and

the over-11 Western thinking of the survival of the fittest. Further-

mere, our education for education's sake and learning just to learn

emphasizes the Western or Protestant ethic that places great good

in working hard just to work hard, and in America this has been

closely associated with material gain. This ethic has done much to

develop America into one of the most dominant positions in history.

1 "American Testing Hypocrisy," Educational Leadership, April, 1969.
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However, we must question whether a value that has been worth-

while in the past still holds meaning in our present society. It has

been suggested that education should be internally motivated, in other

words, the child or the student should learn to love education for

the sake of learning. If the drive to compete continues to exist In

our schools, this objective can never be realized since students will

conetantly be competing with one another for better grades. It is

rather redundant, in a humanitarian sense, that it is better for

Joe or Jack to fail, in a given class, because it allows Freddie to

pass. If comnetition for grades is removed, it will definitely force

educators to search for a more meaningful approach to student learning

than simply using threat. Further, it will probably provide more

warthWhile and enjoyable learning for students.

The second point referred to is the desire of men to seek

simple answers to complex questions. The individual in education is

much too important to allow simple solutions to take precedence over

complex ones. The success of a student, or the degree te, which:he develops

which incidently, should be a major purpose of education, is dependent

upon a large number of factors. Predominant among theB, which has

been pointed out by many sociologists, is the socio-economic background

of the student. In any common class of students, the social-economic

status of the parent is as good a prognosticator as any particular

test, since students from upper social-economic backgrounds constantly

do better than their classmates on academic examinations. Another

important point to consider is that students tend to support the
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expectations of the teacher and the grades they receive. Thus, if a

student has been a D student for several years he is more likely to

*perform at this level and show little, if any, improvement. Skinner
2

has shown that positive reinforcement will also improve performance

and that negative reinforcement tends to "turn kids off" and leads

to poor performance.

Thus failure may in fact reduce or in some cases eliminate the

drive to compete. The teacher or the system may instill in the student

the failure syndrome, or the D syndrome whereby the student-expects

to receive failing grades aid thus does not compete. The traditional

system may have been very effective with a portion of the population

in the past. But how will it work with the new population of students

cowing to school? How does it work in the ghetto school, with the

hippie? The student who is turned off to the puritan ethic is going

to be turned off by our traditional system.

The need for a simple answer for a complex problem is a need

of the teacher, administltion and parents. The average teacher,

administrator and narent want a one-word answer to bow his child is

doing. Imagine a year's work all summed up in one number or letter.

That is efficiency, but is it adequate? It may meet the needs of the

c.-mplex society we are in, since these numbers can be ,7.1aced in a

computer. But what about the student? Is one grade a sufficient

description of his effort?

2Skinner, B. F., The Technology of Teaching. (New York: Meredith
Corporation, 1968).
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Education is often defined as the act of learning. Therefore,

it is important to look at some of the specific factors that affect

the nature of learning in the classroom. All theSe factors tend to

indicate that grading does not help this learning process. First, we

definitely know that children differ in the rate of learning and that

.hey also differ in the way they learn different things. This being

the case, any set standards for a groun, as is done in a particular

subject or grade, are probably going to be inappropriate for a Marti- .

cular individual. Since grades are based on a norm for a particular

3roun, there is no accounting then for the differing rates at which

the individual students in a particular class learn.

Second: learning is an act or process where students experience

the items that they learn. It is an ongoing, continuous thing that

occurs throughout the life of any person. Since it is a process, it

appears to be rather redundant that the measuring of students by grades

is based on a produat rather than on a process. Since it is a process,

it is something that grades, such as A, B, C, etc., cannot evcluate

efficiently.

Third, learning is an individual thing and an individual

responsibility. The teacher can serve as a motivator, but it is

difficult, if not impossible, to force students to learn. The fact

that it is such an individual function indicates that it would be

far more beneficial to assess an individual's Progress against his

individual ability rather than grading the student by group norms.

A number of factors such as individual purposes, social maturity,



intelligence, emotions, and physical conditions affect a learner within

a learning situation. This being the case. it is contended that these

items must be included in the evaluation of any narticular student.

Grades do not do this. They f:11 to take into account the many condi-

tions that affect the learning situation.

Fourth, trial and error is an essential ?art of the learning

process. Glades again are detrimental to this process since the

stucleilt is punished ,or his errors rather than the attempt to learn.

He becomes so afraid of committing an error that the advantages and

learning experiences that can be gained from the correction and

discussion of errors is not realized.

Fifth, possibly the greatest criticism of grades is that it

forces the learning situation to be teacher-centered. The teacher

is extremely dominant about what the student learns since, in a sense,

he has the student's life or death in his hands.

We contend that there are five basic factors necessary if the

student is to be fully motivated. These are:

1. Sharing in the management of the learning expexience.

2. Establishing a nufposeful goal to guide his learning activity.

3. Freedom to create his own organization of material to achieve

his goal.

4. Seeing the value and usefulness in acquiring generalizations,

concepts, knowledge, skills, appreciations, and attitudes.

5. Applying and relating the knowledge gained to relevant

situations.
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As long as the present system of evaluation is used within the

classroom, these noints cannot be realized because the learning

experiences become a game of trying to satisfy the teacher and receiving

rass marks in a given subject area.

In concluding the arguments against the use of grades within a

classroom, a brief review of some of the research will suffice to

validate our arguement.

I. Grades tend to be detrimental to the educati,re process since

the instructors become concerned with marks rather than the

individual welfare of the student. The education of the

youngsters of today is definitely shifting to the emphasis

on the individuality of a given person. As long as instruc-

tors are using marks, in their present form, and show that

there is a concern for these marks, they will not be able

to pay attention or give adequate attention to the indivi-

dual needs of a pal-ticular student.

2. Grades have little, if any, effect on the future success

potential of any particular student. Since grades do not

help indicate an individual's future successful potential,

it is necessary to raise the question of whether or not

grades serve any useful purpose rather than a simple ranking

arrangement within a particular class.

3. There is strong evidence that failing a course does not

improve student performance. If eeacation is based on the

desire to help individual students, and at the same time,
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failing a course does not assist in this area, then it would

appear to be rather illogical to be using grades or marks

at all.

4. "A" students worry about grades more than students lower

on the "totem pole". This supports the previous points

mentioned that the grade becomes the important thing, rather

than what is learned. Also, in reference to this point,

the grades often lead to a persecution mania for a grade

point average.

5. Accomplishments are determined by ability, motivation, and

knowledge, and only slightly by characteristics of teachers

and schools. Tests or marks may measure knowledge, but they

fail to measure ability and motivation, and in fact, tend to

have a detrimental affect on these areas. Ralated to this

point, is the nroblem of subjectivity. Whether a student

is a C or B student, or a B or A student, is usually

based more on subjective rather than objective criteria.

Since the problem of subjectivity is nearly impossible to

remove, it is highly questionable whether we should grade

students by a method that has a profound bearing on a student's

attitude and his resultant behavior.

6. Students who are given poor marks try harder for the marks

they receive than their counterpart who received higher

grades.
3

This, in itself, would appear to be enough evidence

3"American Testing Hypocrisy," op.cit., and Hillson, Maurie Ed.,
Change and Innovation in the Elementary School Organization, (USA:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1965).
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to ban the use of marks, within a subject area, for grading

purposes. Effort is extremely important if one is to

measure future success or future potential and it would

appear, even in relation to the Protestant Ethic, to be

rather idiosyncractic that students who work less receive

better rewards than students who work hard.

7. Finally, the research data points out that no achievement

difference is noticeable betwezm graded and ungraded

students. This being the case, it is hard to suliport the

use of grades in any way, shape, or form, because of the

many negative aspects that influence the learning situation.4

This paper does not de-emphasize or criticize the use and the

need for evaluation. Rather, it indicates that the present use of

grades does not effectively evaluate the criteria that is to be

satisfied in the educative process. The criteria that should be

served by evaluation are as follows:

1. Evaluation should facilitate self-evaluation.

2. Evaluation should include all educational objectives.

3. Evaluation should facilitate learning and teaching.

4. Evaluation should provide feed-back to questions of curri-

culum development and educational policy.

5. Evaluation should produce appropriate records.

4
Roberts, D. M. "Measurements of Actdmyric Learning," The Educational

Forum, January, 1969.
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The progress of the student psychologically, as a receiver of

the rewards and punishments of the educational system (reinforcement

programs) is also determined by the evaluative system (usually grading

process). It is our contention the.; grading with its emphasis on

marks does not satisfy good evaluation criteria. Thus, we would

like to offer an alternative view to grading that does not have the

negative affects of the present A, B, C, D, F structure. Further,

this model will allow the teacher to use tests for evaluation criteria

rather than to nut a student in a particular rank within a class.

A number of articles have been written on the pass-fail motif of

grading. In fact, many institutes are presently adopting this

practice. Although it is a step forward in the grading dilemma,

it is the contention of this article that it is nc enough, since

it still does not remove the stigma of failure. The model proposed

may be defined as the Complete-Incomplete system of grading. It is

contended that this structure will accomplish the same positive aspects

is the pass-fail system but,more importantswill remove the failure

dimension. The Complete-Incomplete system of grading is as follows;

1. Complete - A student receives credit for a course when he

has satisfied the requirements of a particular set of

behavioral objectives that are outlined for the subject

area. The behavioral objectives and behavioral requirements

should be set out in advance and the student completes the

subject when he has satisfied the stated requirements. The

course should be open-ended so that students may help set

their own pace toward the completion of the course objectives.
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2. Incomplete - The concept of Incomplete cannot be viewed in

terms of present grading practices. The term refers only to

students who have not satisfied the objectives of a particular

program of studies. No mark is entered on a student's trans-

cript. The course is considered to be Incomplete until such

time as the student satisfies the requirements for completing

the course. Terms such as withdrew, fail, etc., are removed.

The student receives a "C" (Complete) if he has completed the

course requirements. Otherwise there is no formal record

of the student having participated. Students who are

Incomplete may meet with the course instructor to decide what

is necessary to receive a "C". If the student is not interested

in obtaining a "C", no further action is required. Students

are also permitted to challenge a course for credits when

they feel they are competent in that subject area.

We would like to review three major factors that have a profound

impact on present education and the role of the Complete-Incomplete

system of grading.

1. Failure, in our society, is a stigma that tends to classify

individuals as second-rate citizens. The use of failure

within education tends to perpetuate this classification.

Further,the threat of failure places the student in a posi-

tion where the major goal becomes an emphasis on "beating
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the system." The student is forced to compete against either

the system or other students.

Competition has both negative and positive consequences

within our society. If education is to ever become intrinsi-

cally motivated, then competition for grades has no place

in education because of its many negative aspects. Society

does not have to worry about students lacking experience in

competition since there are mart' other areas beside formal

education where the student can learn to compete.

2. People involved in education are well aware of the changing

society in which we find ourselves. This, society is pro-

ducing occupations about which educators and students have

little knowledge. At the same time, many of the courses are

basically the same ones that were present over 20 years ago,

and the evaluation of these courses occurrs in the same

manner. The validity of this approach to education for the

future should be questioned. Since society is changing at a

very rapid pace, it is logical to assume that course and

evaluation should change as well.

3. Another point is the knowledge explosion. The question is

raised: Is it possible to establish a pre-set curriculum

that will prove beneficial to all students? This is deemed

highly unlikely. Students today are motivated in many

directions and a set curriculum along with a desire to beat

the examination are probably two of the best ways of "turning
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off" our youngsters. An open curriculum is necessary to

meet the demands of both students and society. If an open

curriculum is established, then grading becomes meaningless

since comparisons are redundant. In this way, students can

at least be partially prepared for our future society and

motivated toward a continuing education.

The rationale for a Complete-Incomplete system of grading is

based on the belief that the prime function of education is to facili-

tate learning, This position demands that the endeavors of the teacher

must be directed toward positive improvement rather than toward leaving

any student with the negative idea that he is a failure. As pointed out

earlier, since there is no significant correlation between student

grades and future performance, and due to the subjective nature of

grading, it is difficult to accept grades as being of any great

significance to the educational program.

Examinations, instead of being used for grading, should be used

as one of the many devices that help teachers recognize the wealmeeses

of a particular individual as well as their own eaching, in order

that the student can be strengthened in areas wili.!re he is experiencing

difficulties. If examinations-were used in thiF lanner, it might be

more useful to give them at the beginning of a term as opposed to the

end.

Another point open to question is the objectivity of testing.

Evidence indicates that examinations are not objective. The very

content of the exam is subjective evaluation of the examiner as to
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what the student needs to know; for example, in history, the historical

incidents to be learned is a decision that often rests with the teacher.

If external evaluation is valid, then students would probably not feel

that their studies have little relationship to their own desires and

ideals or to the major problems in our society. However, this is not

the case.

Some educators forget that the student is the most important

element in the educative process. Not only must the curriculum be

relevant but,further, the student has the right to attempt courses and

not have the stigma of failure attached if he finds the courses irrele-

vant. If students are expected to "search for truth and meaning," it

is imperative that they be given the freedom to do so. The present

grading systems across the nation do a great deal of damage to students

who are trying to find a meaningful and relevant education. We believe

that the use of a Complete or Incomplete system can do away with a

significant part of the present problems education is facing and

will assist in the maximum development of innovations such as indivi-

dualization, continuous progress, etc.
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